Sound Exchange
Reframing Music Composition Educational Practice

ABSTRACT

D a n i e l W a l z er

Affordable technology facilitates an immediate documentation of
sound and space that encourages collective artistic expression
modeled after track- or song-remixing websites. Students in a newly
proposed music composition course must capture and generate
original sounds, and then upload them to a separate class drive
for other students to reuse. New creative work consists entirely
of these reused sounds. The author discusses the use of remixed
sound collages in an open access format and considers the positive
influence of legal file exchange and remixing in educational
musical practice.

Accessibility

Modern compositional practice benefits from the free and
open transfer of new content, inspiring composers and
emerging sound artists to manipulate existing source material. Millennials steeped in an era of accessible digital
technology employ affordable tools while conceiving new
musical arrangements, soundscapes and remix compositions. Affordable open-source platforms such as digital audio workstations used in music production and composition
are robust, configurable and user-driven, thus narrowing the
divide between novice and professional application of those
tools [1]. The modern project studio outfitted with Internet
access serves as a vital compositional device and bridges the
gap between classically trained musicians and their counterparts through asynchronous collaboration [2].
Active Participatory Culture

Consumption of open source content is no longer passive;
rather, it is a multifaceted process in which users absorb
creative work and contribute to it in new ways [3]. This
phenomenon illustrates how millennials actively engage
and internalize newly acquired information. The Internet’s
global reach inspires emerging musicians and sound artists
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to critically examine ideas that serve their personal creative
interests.
Millennials born into an open access, technology-saturated
culture avail themselves of a global compositional process,
incorporating software tools that transform their creative
patterns [4]. Emerging music and sound artists need not
adjust to this technological phenomenon; millennials delve
into an individualized creative process with their preferred
tools at arm’s reach.
Copyright law overlooks the fact that millennial content
producers involved in peer collaboration are not always motivated by commercial gain [5]. Media producers freely offering their work without concern for profit illustrate a growing
trend in product development and design. The growing body
of Internet-based virtual collaborators innovates across disciplines without the rigorous constraints of corporate business
and management structures while building communities of
like-minded people [6]. In this scenario, content developers value innovation without monopolization. Collaborative
authorship through the Internet’s global portal reflects the
ideals of many young musicians who actively participate in a
hybrid musical event in which each contributes original sonic
content and encourages its reuse in new and creative ways [7].
Inspiring Diversity in Music Composition
and Education

Over the past decade, the major improvements in music
production software not only enhance creative practice but
also improve the scope of student learning—particularly
in how the technology inspires music education research
and pedagogy from multiple perspectives [8]. Considering
technology’s effect on imagination and knowledge, topical
music education research explores how including new media, e-learning tools, social networking and remixing in the
classroom rejuvenate music teachers of all types and give
rise to new cultural trends [9–11]. Recent moves to establish
a shared music and technological ethos in curricula draw
much inspiration from historical trends linking music composition with computer networks and live performance [12].
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The ccMixter Model

Cheliotis and Yew’s [13] quantitative study of the track remixing website ccMixter (ccMixter.org) illustrates the communal
experience remixing inspires, where a desire for free expression is deeply connected to a sense of collaborative belonging
and streamlined interface design. The site’s introduction of
ccHost, a licensing management tool, traces reused content
by ccMixter users, linking all versions of derivative works
while administering a Creative Commons license for newly
uploaded content [14–16]. This transparent attribution policy
facilitates a simple transfer of creative information and establishes a communal link among users that extends far beyond
commercial interests, instead encouraging a deep sense of
active musical participation [17]. ccMixter’s participatory
model engages its user base to credit authors of source material used in new compositions [18].
Recent qualitative studies by Diakopoulos et al. [19] suggest author willingness to provide original content for others to use is indicative of the collaborative value structure
inherent in the remixing community. Composers voluntarily
exchanging original music and sonic material participate in a
deep exchange of cultural ideas, collaborative narrative structures and expression [20].
Educational Application of File Exchange

Collaborative file exchange guides much of the pedagogical
framework and curricular design in Digital Synthesis and
Remixing, a planned second-year course in the Bachelor of
Music degree in Composition and New Media, an interdisciplinary program now designed and pending final approval,
at the University of Massachusetts Lowell (UML).
Enrolled students record a range of sounds with various
lengths, timbral characteristics and pitches from diverse environments. Students use simple portable recorders to capture their sound catalogs, taking care to ensure proper gain
staging when using the portable recorder’s internal microphone. Students import their recordings to a digital audio
workstation for editing. Students then trim the recordings
for length, but the sounds receive no further processing or
post-production. At this point students upload their edited
audio files to a composite drive with a simple description of
the sound and its major characteristics.
After reviewing the existing database, students each
choose assorted sounds recorded by their classmates to edit,
manipulate and remix to create a new original piece. Students
cannot include any of their own recordings in the remix composition and must only use sounds from other classmates.
This limitation challenges the students to build a compelling
artistic narrative with sonic content with which they are not
intimately familiar. Tailoring specific restriction guidelines
based on enrollment is advisable for faculty considering
similar assignments.
Students are free to arrange the sounds as they see fit. They
alter the sounds through creative synthesis and production
techniques in the digital audio workstations. These techniques include equalization, filtering, use of delay-based
effects and stutters, pitch shifting, reverberation and ambi-

ance, tempo shifts and combining analog equipment with
their workflow. Initial compositions focus primarily on audio content with guided instruction. The instructor facilitates
classroom discussions, production-specific approaches, and
compilation and management of the database and supplements each class with listening examples from sound artists
and composers drawn from popular, experimental, commercial and electronic multimedia styles.
The students focus their arrangements on achieving a basic structure with their chosen sounds. Ultimately, students
must conceptualize a cohesive form for their compositions
and find thematic elements and motivic devices. Transforming abstract sounds into a musical framework requires
patience, planning and experimentation. Ambient sounds
function well in a harmonic context, and metallic sounds
inspire rhythmic and melodic development. Additionally,
students workshop their production approaches with the
original sound authors.
In addition to the growing database, students interact with
one another in Blackboard discussion forums. Threaded discussions allow each student to describe their original sounds
in detail and receive peer feedback on compositions-inprogress. Moreover, these threaded discussions receive little
instructor moderation—their aim is to transform the online
learning environment into a free, collaborative exchange of
musical ideas [21].
This dialog serves a useful purpose in the remixing platform, as it gives the new composer an understanding of the
original author’s intent in recording the sound. The composer’s intent should be to create an original narrative from
source materials they did not originally conceive. Ultimately
the new author must (1) conceptualize his or her existing
sound catalog, (2) become intimately familiar with each
sound’s characteristics and (3) balance creative production
techniques with critical thinking to arrange the existing
sounds in a new composite work.
Collaborative music creation happens through this integrated communication during lab time. Just as traditional
composers play their piano sketches during a seminar
course, remix composers similarly discuss, revise and edit
their material collaboratively and in real time. Peer feedback
is important and encouraged in this scenario and requires
each student to see his or her piece from a variety of visual,
musical and sonic perspectives. The aim of this overall communicative structure is to nurture a discovery-based musical
composition process both in class and online that encourages
and respects each student’s artistic inclinations [22].
Conclusion

Future research and curricular development must implement course-learning outcomes that embrace collaborative
aesthetics in sound and music composition through an open
access format. Although this premise is not overtly political,
I argue that file exchange can benefit the student composer
through the implementation of carefully structured learning activities and defined parameters in an educational context. These parameters mirror existing paradigms that the
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remixing community already embraces. Logistical and technological frameworks must prudently achieve compliance
with institutional missions.
As the new Digital Synthesis and Remixing syllabus and
final course sequence, both works in progress, materialize
in the next year, the proposed Bachelor of Music degree in
Composition and New Media anticipates global trends in
collaborative musical practice. A holistic and reflective artis-
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